Uomo Group logo
Uomo Group brings the best of European Luxury Menswear to Singapore in five elegantly designed
boutiques conveniently located at the iconic Marina Bay Sands.
Mono-brand boutiques operated by Uomo Group include Stefano Ricci, Brioni, Zilli & Moreschi while
the multi-brand Uomo Collezioni boutique carries prestigious brands such as Kiton, Cortigiani, Artioli,
Billionaire Couture and JM Icon by Johnny Manglani.
With its distinguished brand portfolio, Uomo Group is the premier shopping destination in Asia for
discerning gentlemen who desire nothing but the best for themselves and appreciate shopping in
luxury and comfort.
All boutiques carry the latest collections and are designed for shopping in luxury & comfort,
unparalleled custom made services are provided to those who desire something special and
exclusive for themselves.

Uomo Collezioni is a unique multi-brand concept which brings “Best of the Best” of Italy to
discerning gentlemen who desire nothing but the best and want to make a statement with their
own individual style.

AustCham members will receive complementary shirt and tie with
any Canali suit MTM order or purchase

Brioni
Brioni, the epitome of luxury menswear, has a long standing heritage and 67 years in rich history
of fine tailoring excellence behind its brand - this iconic global fashion house is synonymous with
international discerning gentleman of the upper crust in society.

AustCham members will receive 10% discount and free Brioni
perfume with purchase of $5,000 onwards

Stefano Ricci
Nothing best encapsulates luxury menswear like Stefano Ricci. Synonymous with passion and
excellence, the Florentine-based clothier is renowned for its distinct handmade garments using
the most exotic blends of hides and fabrics– all produced in exclusive quantities.

AustCham members will receive 10% discount with purchase of
$5,000 onwards
Please contact +65 6634 1253 / +65 6634 1093 for future inquires

Terms and condition
1. Offer is valid up to 31 of December 2017
2. Cannot be used in conjunction with other promotions and discounts
3.Please use promocode AUSTCHAMBOFFER on the counter before payment
The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
Galleria Level B1-73/74
Singapore 018972
www.uomogroup.com

